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We continue our study of symmetric Markov semigroups for which the zero 
eigenvalue is almost, but not quite, degenerate. We show that the metastable states 
of the semigroup are dynamically stable under small perturbations, without any of 
the technical restrictions or approximations of our earlier papers. 
1. INTR~DUC~~N 
We define a symmetric Markov semigroup [7] on a probability space 
(X, dx) to be a self-adjoint positivity-preserving one-parameter contraction 
semigroup edH’ on L*(X) for which eeH’l = 1 for all t > 0. Such a 
semigroup induces a one-parameter contraction semigroup on L’(X) for all 
1 < p < co, which is strongly continuous for all p except possibly p = 03. 
Our only extra assumption in this paper is that 
(1) 
where 0 < 8 < 1 and 0, E are non-degenerate eigenvalues whose normalised 
eigenfunctions are 1 and 4, respectively. We shall always require that E is 
small enough, and E < lop6 will more than suffice for this purpose. We shall 
write all our estimates in terms of absolute constants, but the reader will 
appreciate that the constants given are not the best possible, and that only 
their orders of magnitude have any importance. 
We showed in [4] under the further assumption that 
for some c = O(l), that there is a partition of X into two metastable regions, 
each of which is nearly invariant under the time evolution. The restriction 
(2) was subsequently removed in [5]. In this paper we demonstrate the 
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dynamical stability of the metastable states associated with the partition. 
This enables us to remove various limitations and unsatisfactory aspects of 
an earlier treatment of this problem [ 3, 5 51. Our main result is Theorem 10. 
In spite of this being the fifth paper of a series, the only result we need from 
earlier papers is Theorem 5 of [.5], and for the important special case 
discussed in Section 4, the present paper is entirely self-contained. 
The starting point of our analysis is the following more detailed version of 
theorems of [4, 51 in which the metastable regions E, and E, are defined. 
The excluded region q(E, U E,) might be called the transition region, and if 
the measure /,??,I of E, is nearly equal to 1, then E, might be called the 
stable region. If I,U E L’(X), we write w+, v-, Iv] for the positive part, 
negative part and modulus of I,V, respectively. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a E R such that if 
v1 = @ - 47IM - a>- 112, 
v//z= w4+/ll(~-4+112~ 
then 
II Will2 = 13 O < (HWiY Vi) < 5Ee (3) 
Moreover 
II v/i -XEillEill’* II* < 4E”2, 
where 
Ei = (x: vi(x) > 0) 
are disjoint measurable subsets of X. 
Proof: By [5, Theorem 5 and Appendix] there exist 1, < A, such that if 
E; = x: 4(x) > 2 , 
I 
4 + A2 
I 
iI4 - AXE, - A2xE; II2 < (3W2. 
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We put a = (,I, + I,)/2 and 
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Since 
and 
we conclude that 
Also 
IIV - 4) - (4 - JJXE; II2 < (3&Y* 
lb-u:= 1 +A:> 1, 
(I, -A,) IE;j”* > 1 - (3~)“‘. 
so 
I/(# -a)+ ]I2 > +jE;l1i’- (3~)“~ 
> +<1 - (3&)““) - (3&)“’ 
> 5y112 
for small enough c > 0. Now 
(H(~--a)+,(~--rr)+)+(H(g-a)-,(~-a)-) 
< (H@ -a), (4 - a)) = E 
because eHt is positivity preserving [9, p. 2091 so 
@y/2, ~2) < 5~. 
Now if 
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then 
from which a two-dimensional geometric argument establishes that if E > 0 is 
small enough 
II w2 - P2I-‘I2 xJ2 < (W”2. 
The part of the proof dealing with vi is similar. 
Note. If we assume (2), then it is shown in [4] that one may choose 
a = 0, and that one also has 
for i = 1,2. The present theorem is the generalisation obtained when one 
abandons (2), as one has to in applications (such as those to the Ising model 
in a weak external field [ 1, 3, 6, 8, lo]) where one expects one of the 
metastable regions to be very much smaller than the other. 
The entities constructed in Theorem 1 are not unique since small enough 
changes in (x will alter vi only slightly, and the theorem will remain valid. 
The following result shows, however, that vi are unique apart from small 
perturbations. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that IIt, If2 = ll(21l2 = 1, that ri are non-negative 
with disjoint supports, and that 
for i= 1,2. Then 
O < (HtiT ti) < 5E 
II Vi - till2 < 12E”2 
for small enough E > 0, after a possible reversal of the subscripts. 
Proof. We denote by I& and c; the projections of vi and ri onto the two- 
dimensional real linear space LP spanned by 1 and #. Spectral theory applied 
to (1) establishes that 
II u/f - Will: G CHWi3 Vi> < 5E 
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SO 
II Vi - Vf II2 < C5&)“* 
and similarly 
The various hypotheses on &, vj imply that 
1 - (W”’ < IIwj 112 < 1, 
1 - (W2 < IIt; II2 < 1, 
I(w; 1 WS)I < 2(5W, 
i(r;, rs)i c 2(5e)Y 
(vi, t;) > --2(W’*, 
from which the theorem follows by elementary estimates of the angles 
between the various vectors in LP. 
2. THE REDUCED HAMILTONIAN 
Having determined the two metastable regions, we now study the reduced 
Hamiltonian on one of them, say E, . As well as being of interest for its own 
sake, the reduced Hamiltonian will be a useful technical tool in the study of 
the “true” dynamics eeH’. 
THEOREM 3. Let H, > 0 be the selfadjoint operator on L*(E,) whose 
quadratic form is the restriction of the form of H to L*(E,). Then 
0 < emHIt < epHt 
in the order-theoretic sense, for all t > 0. 
Proof. We first show that the restricted form has dense domain in 
L2(E,). If f E L*(E,) and E > 0, there exists g E Quad(H) with II f - gl12 < 
s/2. Now Quad(H) is a vector sublattice of L*(X) by [2, p. 184; 7, p. 23; 9, 
p. 2091 so 
g, = C-w,> V (g A (w,)) E QuaW)nL*&). 
But g, converges to gxE, as n + co so 
II gn - gxE,ll* < @ 
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for large enough n, and 
Ilf - &II* G IIS - gxE, II2 + II &PIE, - gnllz 
<IV- %!I12 + IIa, - gnll2 
< E. 
Since the form HILzCE,) is both closed and densely defined in L * (El), it is the 
form of a self-adjoint operator H, > 0 on L*(E,) by [2, p. 1041. Now 
lim (H + nx,~,) = Hi 
n-m 
as a monotone limit of forms so 
0 < emHllf = lim e-(H+nXX\E,)ff 
n+m 
for all 0 <f E L*(E,) and all c > 0 by [2, p. 1181 and the Trotter product 
formula. If 0 <f E L*(X), then we conclude that 
0 < e-H1lf= e-““(fx,,) < e-H’(fXE,) < emHtf 
as required. 
THEOREM 4. There is a non-degenerate eigenvalue E, of H, such that 
0 GE, < 5~ and 
Sp(H,) G {E,} u [ 1 - 106 co). 
ProoJ Let l, q be orthogonal unit vectors in L*(E,) with (Hi r, r) < 5~ 
and let [ be a unit vector in L*(E,) with (H& [) < 5s; this is certainly 
possible, with r = v/, and [ = v2. The 3 X 3 matrix M of H restricted to the 
linear span of r, q, c satisfies 0 < A4 = M* and its largest eigenvalue is at 
least one by minimax. Therefore 
so 
(H, v, v) > 1 - lo&. 
This implies by spectral theory that H, has only one non-degenerate eigen- 
value in [0,5&l and that the rest of its spectrum is contained in [ 1 - lo&, co). 
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Now let #i be the eigenvector of H, corresponding to the eigenvalue c1 
and normalised so that 114, II2 = 1. If 0 <f E L*(E,), then 
by Theorem 3, so #, > 0 almost everywhere on E, (after a possible change of 
sign). We had initially thought, on the basis of the situation for Schrodinger 
operators, and in particular the double-well anharmonic oscilltor, that 4, 
would equal vi. The following simple example shows that this is not the 
case. 
EXAMPLE 5. We put X = { 1, 2,3,4 ) where each point has probability a, 
and put 
1 -1 0 0 
Z-I=+ i -1 1+6 -6 0 
0 -6 1+6 -1 
0 0 1 1 1 
so that H = H* > 0, Hl = 0, and eeHr is positivity-preserving if 6 > 0. The 
eigenvalues of H for small 6 > 0 are small perturbations of 0, 0, 1, 1. The 
smallest non-zero eigenvalue E of N is obtained by solving 
which yields 
& = $3 + 0(6*), 
a = 1 - 6 + 0(6*). 
Now E, = {I, 2} and 
HI=+ -l [ 
1 -1 
I+6 I 
whose smallest non-zero eigenvalue E, is obtained by solving 
H, [;]=G[;] 
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which yields 
E, =+s + U(cF), 
p = 1 - js + O(P). 
Thus up to errors of order 6’ we have 
Returning to the general theory we now determine 4, up to the usual error. 
THEOREM 6. We have 
II@, - l~,l-“*XE,1/2~ 7&I’*. 
Proof: We put I+II, = A#, + { where 0 <A < 1 and 
1 = AZ + Ilrll: 
and r lies in the spectral subspace of H, for the interval [ 1 - lo&, 03). Then 
AZ&, + (1 - lo&) 11511: < (ff, y/,3 WI> G .5& 
so 
lltll: G 6~ 
for small enough E > 0. We conclude that 
l>A>.*=l-/l~~l;>1-6~ 
so 
114, - 44 = (1 -4* + Ilrll: 
< 36~’ -I- 6~ < 9~ 
for small enough E > 0. Hence 
by Theorem 1. 
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3. STABILUY OF THE METASTABLE STATE 
We define the metastable state for the region E, to be the probability 
density 
PI = 41/11$‘/I’~ 
Our first task is to establish the relationship of this definition with the choice 
xJE,I of earlier papers [4, 51. 
LEMMA 7. We have 
11c4/11~,11, -XE,IIwII G 8E”2. 
P~OOJ If we put t, =x~,/JE,/“~, then 1/~,112= ll~,lL = 1 and 
114, - <,I12 < 7&“2, 
by Theorem 6, so 
2 - 2@,, r,> < 49& 
and 
Now 
II 
A- 
114, II, 
1 > (4,, r,) > 1 - 25~. (4) 
for small enough E, by Theorem 6. 
We now investigate the dynamical stability of the metastable state p,. The 
reader will notice that while the spectral theory calculations of the last 
section were carried out in L2, the dynamical considerations of the present 
section are carried out in L’. The reason is that in applications to diffusion 
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processes and to the Glauber dynamics of the Ising model [ 1, 3, 6, 8, 101 the 
dynamics are stochastic, and L ’ is the proper space for probabilistic 
considerations. It is obvious from the equation 
e -wp, = pIIp, 
that p, is nearly stationary for the reduced dynamics and the next lemma 
establishes the same for the “true” dynamics. 
LEMMA 8. IftaO, then 
IlepHLp, -P,II, < lo&t. 
ProojI It follows from Theorem 3 that 
e-“‘p, = e-‘l’p, + (T,, 
where u, 2 0. Now e-“’ is Markov so 
1 = e-+ + I(u,II, 
and 
Ile-“h -hII < 1 --emE”+ IIc~~ll~ 
< 2&, t < lo&t. 
A first result concerning the dynamical stability of metastable states under 
small perturbations was given in [3] but subject to substantial technical 
restrictions and approximations, which we now show to be unnecessary. We 
shall consider the evolution of a probability density p on X such that 
for some c = 0( 1). This condition states that p is supported in E, , but also 
that ,D is not concentrated in a subregion of E, whose p,-measure is very 
small. Intuitively speaking, if p were totally concentrated near the boundary 
of E,, it might be equally likely to leave E, as to stay within E,, so we 
should not expect to be able to prove that p relaxes back to p. 
LEMMA 9. Under condition (5) we have 
I/e-“‘p - e-H1fpII, < 5x-t 
for all t > 0. 
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Proof: We put 
so that 0 > 0. We then put 
e -Rfp = emHI + r,, 
e -Ht~ = e-“llu + ct 
so that qr > 0 and cl > 0 by Theorem 3. Then 
ce -“‘p, = eeH’@ + u) 
=e -“% + a) + 1;1, + c, 
= ce -""PI + 111+ c 
so 
LEMMA 10. Under condition (5) there exists I >, 0 such that t > 0 
implies 
Proof If 
then 
(leeHt% - AewEl’pl /I1 = /le-“l% - 01, Q),) e-‘lfgl II1 
=lle-H~lO1-~O1,~l)~l)/ll 
G Ile-YP - cu, $4) h>ll2 IIXE,IIZ 
<e- (‘-‘oE)r lliu - 013 $1) 4,112 IE, P2 
< e-(‘-loE)r ll,ul12 IE, I”* \ 
<ce- (‘-los)r l\pllz IE, I”2 
= ce-“- lO&)f PI Y 
(417 1) 
by (4). 
= ce-(l-loy~l) <,)-I 
< 2ce-(1-IoE)1 
We can now prove the main theorem of the paper. 
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THEOREM Il. If the probability measure p satisfies 0 < p < cp, for some 
c = O(l), then 
I/e-“5 -pl(I1 < 4ce~“-‘oE)’ + lO(c + 1) Et 
for all t > 0. 
Proof. From Lemmas 9 and 10 we obtain 
lie-“5 - le-E1’p, I), < 2ceC(‘-‘oE)1 + SC&t 
which implies 
(6) 
I1 -Ae-6111 < 2ce-(‘-‘0E)r + 5cet 
since e-H’ is Markov. The theorem then follows from the estimate 
IV% -hIL < IHe- H$-Le-“lfp,(I, + 11 -Ae-‘l’I. 
If we could neglect the error terms in (6) we would conclude that e-I”,u 
converges exponentially fast to pi as t -+ co. This is certainly incorrect, and 
in fact the non-degeneracy of the eigenvalue zero of H implies 
,llz IlepH’,u - 111, = 0. 
The error terms in (6) demonstrate that the probability density ,D does 
however converge to pi for times t = O(E-I). Indeed putting t = 2 log(e- ‘) we 
see that 
min 
O(f<co 
Ile-“*p --pill1 < 21(c + 1) E log c-‘, 
provided, as usual, that s is small enough. 
4. SYMMETRIES 
There are slight improvements to the above results in the presence of a 
suitable symmetry, a situation which occurs for the anharmonic oscillator 
and the Ising model in a zero external field. We assume that there is a 
measure-preserving map 0: X-+ X such that 19~ = I, and such that if S: 
,C*(X) -+ L’(X) is defined by 
then 
HS = SH, S$ = -4. 
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We are then able to recover the simple version of Theorem 1 given in 141, 
but without having to assume (2). 
THEOREM 12. If we put 
v/l = ~‘/ll~‘112~ w2 =4-A@- I/Z’ 
E, = (x: $qx) > O}, 
E, = {x: 4(x) < O}, 
then 
(HVi, Vi> G E 
and 
(7) 
II Vi- IEilp1’2 xEiI12 < (3~)“~. (8) 
Proof. The symmetry implies that (j#l,#) = 0, so we may write 
I#/=al +w, 
where 0 < 01< 1 and (v/, 1) = (w. 4) = 0. We see by spectral theory and 
12, p. 1841 that 
1 = lllm =a* + llwll:. 
Now 
I/wi-~“*x~~ll:=4~11lcll -~1’2X~,II:+Il~2-~“2XE*lI:~ 
= 114’ -XE,II: + lITA- -XE*lI: 
=IIl#l- u: 
= (1 - 4” + II wlli 
< (1 - a2> + (I WI\: < 2s. 
Two-dimensional geometry now establishes (8) for small enough E > 0. 
Finally using the symmetry again 
(Hy/i, Vi)=L2((Hy,T VI)+ (Hw~, VIZ)) 
=(H#+,#+)+(W-94-j 
< (H#, $> = e. 
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By using (7) instead of (3) it is clearly possible to improve all the 
numerical bounds in this paper. 
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